Abstract. This paper describes a method for estimating sensor biases by using a lowdimensional Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF) to maintain the positional estimation accuracy of an autonomous vehicle (AV
1. Introduction. The development of autonomous vehicles (AVs) has made great progress recently. For example, the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) in the U.S.A organized Grand Challenge [1] and Urban Challenge [2] , which are long distance races in which autonomously controlled vehicles participate. Some companies are expected to put these technologies into practical use in the transport or factory.
AVs are classified broadly into two categories. One is a guided AV which follows a pre-established route, and the other is a self-directed AV which does not. Almost all self-directed AVs have an environmental recognition function for noticing pedestrians or obstacles near the vehicle, a control planning function for avoiding these pedestrians and obstacles, and other functions [3] . To use these functions, the AV always estimates its position. This is because localization function is one of the most important functions to realize autonomous running.
However, developing features that can recognize the environment or calculate localization for AVs is expensive. Practically applying the autonomous technology will be an important factor in reducing these costs. There are some studies on localization using low-cost sensors [4, 5] , but we know of no studies on accurate localization at low calculation cost.
We are going to devise localization logic of low calculation cost with the goal of installing the localization logic in embedded equipment such as the in-vehicle controller.
This paper describes results of a low calculation cost method for maintaining localization accuracy for practical application of the autonomous technology.
Localization Model.
2.1. Dead reckoning model. To estimate vehicle position, this study used dead reckoning model as shown in Figure 1 . The dead reckoning method estimates the vehicle's position on the basis of distance traveled (velocity) and the direction. The dead reckoning model influences the nonholonomic constraint of 4-wheel vehicle; thus the vehicle cannot move sideways.
Let the position of a vehicle be (x(t), y(t), z(t)) at the step t and let its velocity and angular velocity be v(t) and ω(t), respectively. Then, during the time increment δt second, the variation of the vehicle position, (δx(t), δy(t), δz(t)), is given by
(1)
where θ y (t), θ p (t) are the yaw and pitch angles at step t. Thus, the vehicle position (x(t + 1), y(t + 1), z(t + 1)) at the next step t + 1 is estimated in the following manner:
In this way, we can calculate vehicle position if we know the vehicle velocity and attitude.
2.2. Attitude calculation model. The dead reckoning model needs vehicle velocity and attitude. The velocity can often be observed directly with measurement devices. However, in a lot of cases, all parts of the vehicle attitude (yaw, roll, pitch ) cannot always be observed directly. Therefore, we calculate the vehicle attitude using the following method.
where t is an observing step, θ y (t), θ r (t), θ p (t) is the attitude, θ(0) is initial attitude vector, ω y (t), ω r (t), ω p (t) is the anglar velocity (yaw, roll, pitch), C EV is a rotation matrix from the topocentric tangent plane coordinate system to vehicle coordinate system, and ∆C EV is a tiny rotation matrix.
3. Attitude Calculation Modeling Using UKF.
Attitude calculation without gyro sensor.
When the vehicle attitude is calculated in an actual situation, dead reckoning positioning accumulates errors because of gyro sensor errors. Therefore, we consider how to eliminate the positioning errors using another sensor, for example, accelerometer and GPS. When accelerometer is used, pitch angle and roll angle are calculated using the following method expressing gravity term:
where G is output value of accelerometer, α is acceleration of the vehicle, and g is acceleration of gravity. A yaw angle can be directly observed by the GPS direction term. Thus we can observe all components of vehicle attitude (yaw, roll, pitch), and occasionally eliminate the accumulating attitude errors.
Unscented Kalman filtering (UKF) modeling.
The vehicle attitude is calculated by the UKF which has robust nonlinear output of sensors, because gyro sensor and accelerometer are predicted to output strongly nonlinear responses in outdoor areas where AVs are driving around.
The UKF algorithm uses arbitrary nonlinear function. The extended Kalman filter uses Jacobian matrix, while the UKF does the "sigma points". The UKF algorithm will be stated below [6] .
The state vector x(t) and observed vector y(t) at time t are defined by
where θ is the attitude vector, ω is the angular velocity vector, b ω is the bias term vector of gyro sensor, b α is the bias term vector of accelerometer.ω(t),α(t) are able to calculate from thire time constant [7, 8] . Θ is the attitude calculating from Equation (10) and GPS direction, and Ω is the output value vector of gyro sensor.
Given the state vector at the step t − 1, we calculate the prediction of sigma points as follows:χ
The UKF has a higher computation load than the extended Kalman filtering, instead of a higher nonlinear tracking capability [6] .
The UKF has O(N 3 ) computational effort in the number of states N [6, 7] . CPU power of our embedded system assumes 500MHz, and attitude estimation function can use less than 0.01% of the CPU power. In the case of our situation N = 21, the computational effort is too great for using in the embedded system. Figure 2 shows calculation components of the positioning system. Thus, we propose a method to decentralize calculation of state variables to lessen the computational effort like a bank of Kalman filters [11] . The state variables (11) are classified into two groups: one largely alters in value from moment to moment, while the other slightly alters. The latter is sensor bias terms (6 variables), so they can be calculated by linear theories that need only low computational effort. Figure 3 shows our proposed component architecture. order, decreases computational effort around 65 % compared with centralized architecture, which has a calculation number of times 21 3 , like in Figure 2 . Thus, we have to design the UKF without sensor bias term, but there are no studies on decentralized sensor bias architecture. Many studies set up bias equations as a component of the Kalman filtering [9] [10] [11] [12] . Therefore, we developed the expression for the relationship between the gyro bias and the other estimated variables of the UKF.
Bias Estimating Principle.

Theory of bias estimation.
The gyro sensor bias is calculated by angular acceleration. We developed the following expressions for the relationship between the gyro sensor bias and the angular acceleration:
where t is step, ω g is observed angular velocity of gyro sensor, ω is estimated angular velocity, δω is variation of the angular velocity, b ω is bias of gyro sensor, and ϵ is noise. Also δω, b ω and ϵ are all independent. Taking the average of both sides of (24), we have
When the average noise is assumed to be 0, and the steadily moving vehicle in finite time (ω(t) = ω(0)) observes the average angular acceleration to be 0, Equation (25) changes as shown below.
We can calculate the gyro bias from Equation (28), and these equations require less computational effort than estimating all state variables at once.
Result of bias estimating simulations.
To examine the above decentralizing method, we simulated bias estimating capability. We collected sensor data from a moving dump truck used as an experimental vehicle to verify our methods. The vehicle had the following devices: GPS, gyro, and acceleration and speed sensors (see Figure 4) .
The GPS was used to obtain a reference position. The vehicle traveled on a sand experimental field, in a circle course of around 2 km for 6 minutes. An overview of the experimental field is shown in Figure 5 .
We gathered simulation data, which were added arbitrary bias to yaw angular velocity of gyro sensor output. Using these data, estimating state variables by the UKF simulation indicated the following results. Figure 6 shows the estimated angular acceleration (yaw). It is difficult to distinguish between the sensor bias and the angular acceleration. However, the average angular acceleration converges on the gyro bias value (see Figure 7) . We assume that if the gyro bias can estimate Equation (28), the average estimated angular acceleration value is sequentially fed back to the raw gyro output value. Figure  8 shows the result of corrected bias of gyro output.
Correcting the gyro output value by estimated bias is noisy. To smooth the corrected gyro output, we apply the Kalman filtering to the estimated average angular acceleration. Figure 9 shows the results of smoothing average angular acceleration feedback.
The gyro output value is converges clearly to zero, because the gyro output is corrected bias. Figure 9 . Estimated bias of gyro sensor under fed back Kalman filtering estimated angular acceleration (gyro sensor has 0.01 deg/s yaw rate bias)
Also, we simulated a low-cost gyro sensor that had 3 deg/s bias. Figure 10 shows the corrected gyro sensor output under 3 deg/s bias. These results indicate that our bias estimation method can correspond to not only small but also large bias.
Next, we checked our method for time varying bias adaptivity. We simulated the same way but added bias was increased 10 −3 per second. Figure 11 compares raw gyro sensor output and output of adding bias. Figure 11 . Estimated angular velocity (gyro sensor has gyrating yaw rate bias)
Let us estimate bias in the same way. Figure 12 shows the estimated angular acceleration. Figure 12 . Estimated angular acceleration (gyro sensor has gyrating yaw rate bias)
As bias increased, the estimated angular acceleration decreased. This result indicates that the proposed method can estimate the gyro bias in the same way. Figure 13 shows the results of estimating gyro bias when the Kalman filtering average estimated angular acceleration is fed back to raw gyro output. Figure 13 . Estimated bias of gyro sensor under fed back Kalman filtering estimated angular acceleration (gyro sensor has gyrating yaw rate bias)
A measurable stationary error finally converged in Figure 13 because of large bias fluctuation. Next, we simulated small bias fluctuation 10 −5 deg/s per seconds. Figure  14 shows the results of estimating gyro bias when the Kalman filtering average estimated angular acceleration is fed back to raw gyro output. At last, we compared the estimated performance of proposed decentralized method with conventional method. Figure 15 shows estimated bias of proposed method and conventional method.
And the performance of estimated bias is shown in Table 1 . The convergence rate is RMS value of estimated bias, the low value means "convergence is fast". The average of calculation time were obtained under the condition "Intel Core i7 CPU 3.07 GHz" and "1.96 GB main RAM".
As for the convergence, the convergence level does not have inferiority than the conventional method although it is slightly late. We expect that these values can be improved by tuning more. In addition, 20% of calculation time is improved using our method. Because it is included in the treatment except attitude estimation and the bias estimation, it is thought that the rate of improvement decreased comparing with theoretical value.
Comparing with the conventional method, our proposal method is not inferior of bias estimation performance, but the calculation cost is lower. 5. Experimental Result. Next, we checked our sensor bias estimation advantage by comparing positioning errors when our method was not applied.
Using the same sensor data, we estimated the vehicle attitude and position through offline processing. The vehicle attitude is estimated by the UKF, and the vehicle position by dead reckoning.
Figure 16(a) shows the result of positioning without sensor bias estimation. In this case, the Root Mean Square (RMS) value of dead reckoning error is 9.9 m. Figure 16(b) shows the result of positioning with sensor bias corrected using our method. The RMS value is 5.5 m.
The positioning accuracy was increased by 44% compared with that for non-corrected sensor biases. We found that the low-dimensional UKF with corrected sensor biases estimated attitude and position more accurately.
6. Conclusions. In this paper, we discussed about how to suppress the computational effort while maintaining positioning accuracy for application to AV. We proposed a decentralized positioning system that estimates sensor bias in addition to the UKF that estimates AV attitude maintain positioning accuracy and lessen computational load.
We still have unsolved problems, such as how to decrease stationary errors when the bias fluctuation is large, and how to suppress estimating bias fluctuation when AV moves unsteadily. 
